1 INITIAL CONSIDERATIONS

The concern with body, with body shapes have always aroused individuals' attention. The body has become, more and more, a basic reference in individual and collective way of living as well as in the definition of the human being's role in the world. I can point out, though shortly, the body in two situations, in its use and representation, respectively. SANTIN (1998) states that "the almost omnipresence of body in life, both on people's individual and social sphere." No longer just ideas define the human being, but also body dimensions take on an important referential in the progress of society.

The body representation, on the other hand, is linked to the individual's relationship and identification. Each individual starts to be identified by their way of being present and expressing themselves, therefore, body representation is fundamental and because of it, the individual started to be more preponderantly recognized and, as a consequence, care and concerns with body shape have become something constant in individuals' everyday life, for body image has turned into a fundamental element in the value system. SANT'ANNA (1996, p.12) points out that "society has its body, as well as its language."

In contemporary society, the concern with representations grows, especially at the physical level. We live in a time of overvaluation of images, what leads to an exaggerated importance of good looks and body representation, facts that GOLDENBERG (2002, p.8) has named as "a culture of narcissism". Constructing a physical representation has become so fundamental for men that, in present days, the care with body matters, evidenced by the maintenance of their aesthetic shapes, have become the desire, the most longed for ideal in society's imaginary.

The dream of the sculptured, well-defined body, has affected in a more oppressive way members of a certain social order, more specifically young people who attend school. It's in that context that I observe the presence of a body identity no longer of the individual exclusively, but of the collective. The aggregation of young people, described by themselves as "guys, gang" is categorized by gender, values and their own interests. Each group presents a body image constructed under the guidance of their physical and aesthetic preferences. Rethinking the role of body in the school sphere, reflecting the redimensioning of the value of body within the educational sphere is an opportunity for man meeting himself again and, at the same time, the reconciliation of body with man.

2 METHODOLOGY

The methodology was designed according to the qualitative investigations paradigm, having as a reference the case study. Field work consisted of six months in contact with adolescents in their sports practices at school. Considering that the accomplishment of the preliminary study has taken a month and the main study has taken five months. Instruments used for information collection were non-participant observation, semi-structured interviews and notes on the field diary. The analysis and interpretation of information were constructed from Theme Units which emerged, mainly, from the semi-structured interviews performed with teenagers, from records and notes resulting from observations as comprised in the field diaries and from theoretical reference on the aspects which constitute the research problem. The questions raised from the construction of these Theme Units have allowed to understand what are the body representations that adolescents present regarding their bodies.

3 INFORMATION ANALYSIS

Based on the collected information, we have identified that the objectives adolescents present regarding the practice of some sports activity may be listed in two categories, which we define as: body representations: female and male and positive and negative feelings regarding the body.

3.1 Body Representations: Female and Male

In the search for the identification of body representation in teenagers, we have verified that there's a significant difference between body characteristics declared by male collaborators in comparison to those declared by female ones. At first, the differences between genders, recognized by everyone, are going to be approached, in order to later describe what each teenager ascribes to the opposite gender's body.

Differences between body features searched for male and female students can be evidenced by diverse statements, as an exemplification I describe this initially: "I think there's a difference, because for man I think it's that handsome, well built body with well-defined muscles; for women, instead, a body not too built, but fine, like, not too many muscles, but also no fat" (Moana, 15 years old). In another statement, I have found very interesting comments about those differences such as: "the girl must have a perfect, sculptured, feminine body and the boy must have a macho body with strong muscles, at least that's the way I see it" (Douglas 17 years old). The relation established by the interlocutor that a man must have strong muscles, so he can be classified as macho is understood by Pope at al. starting from their studies: (2000, p.77) "Becoming strong is a clear way for men to irradiate power and masculinity", and they still add: "musculature, in particular, has become more and more important, because it symbolizes masculinity".

The respective differences between body representations, both for male and female, are restricted exclusively to external body shapes, since, in no other moment, other differences were raised. Characteristics attributed to a feminine representation are of a slim body, having certain shapes which are connected with a beautiful body. For males, the attributes are a muscular body, with physical features of a well-defined and prominent musculature. All those characteristics are nothing but social creations constructed with the passing of time and in each culture's interior, because as Sant'anna reveals to us (1995, p.120) "The idea that beauty is to feminize as strength is to masculine, crosses centuries and cultures".

Starting from the establishment of differences between men and women body features, it was possible to identify what are the characteristics that every one wants to find on the opposite sex's body. We started with female teenagers from the community investigated, which elected certain body features that must be present on the masculine body. That is evidenced and clarified by some teenagers' statements: "every woman dreams of a man with a hyper-defined abdomen, muscular thighs and arms and a developed chest" (Laura, 17 years old). Another one tells us that "women like a man with a well built, handsome body with defined muscles, but not too big, because then he looks more like a troglodyte; I think it's awful when musculature gets too big, he must have defined muscles but nothing exaggerated" (Gisele, 17 years old).

A few more statements, still, to allude to characteristics that female teenagers establish to the male body: "Girls kinda like who's got a more muscular, more defined body, a defined abdominal, a strong chest, a salient arm and not those guys with a paunch, like those IT nerds who only like electronic game, have flaccid and weak bodies and are dorky in sports." (Fabio, 18 years old). The collaborator's thoughts are originated in the principles of modern culture. In Pope et al. (2000, p.70)'s opinion, "musculature is closely connected with sexuality: the message is that muscles attract women".

The characteristics established as reference for the male body by female teenagers and what they want to find on this body are nothing but features of a representation of masculinity linked to bodies with defined muscular shapes, which were constructed with the passing of years. Pope at al. (2000, p.30) are sure when stating, after performing their studies, that "society performs a powerful
and growing role, constantly transmitting messages that real men have big muscles. In that sense, acquisition of muscles by male teenagers becomes then what Malysse (2002, p.109) has defined “as a kind of body inscription, a social mark printed on the body.”

The features that male teenagers idealize and try to find on female bodies are also fairly marked in their statements: “the woman must have a slim and feminine body” (Lauro, 15 years old). The features male teenagers expect to find on a female body are very similar to those divulgled by the physical appearance market, in which bodies have shapes built in the name of the body wrapping ideology, whose prioritized element is the exterior environment. In that sense, the whole female teenagers’ concern with their body is restricted to physical shape, in which the body, according to Malysse (2002, p.132), “is considered as a potential work of art, a work which the social artist has the duty of refining and stabilizing day after day by means of a series of (de)forming physical exercises, always guided by an aesthetic search for an optimization of physical appearance”.

The almost unrestrained pursuit, by the study conducted, of both male and female students, of body remodeling in search for certain body features, is pointed out by Cortine (1995, p.85) as “an obsession for body wrappings”. These pursuits only make sense if we believe that, as Sant’anna shows us (1995, p.12) “the body doesn’t stop being (re)manufactured throughout time” and the author concludes “for the body is, itself, a process”; therefore, it’s not immune to culture influences, for the body itself, as well as its representation, is a cultural creation.

Summarizing what was presented so far, it’s not difficult to identify that, both in the features for a feminine body representation and for the male one, body shapes are relevant. Some divergent characteristics were named for both female and male body, but one fact seems to be common to both genders: the emergence of a body model, an aesthetic standard idealized by teenagers for each gender and, in that reference, body has great valorization.

3.2 Positive and Negative Feelings Regarding the Body

In the construction of body representation, two different and opposed feelings have arisen among teenagers. One positive and other negative, both regarding the body. Both feelings seem to have a same causal denominator: body shapes. The positive feeling regarding body is expressed when it presents certain body shapes which are highly regarded by teenagers. I’ll begin reporting aspects of the positive feeling, in order to relate the negative feeling later.

Every positive feelings teenagers establish regarding their bodies starts from a fixed idea of presenting certain body characteristics that make them feel well and attractive to others. The very own definition of healthy body is established having as a reference the body exterior. Having a body passing on health in the protagonists’ opinion is presenting “a nice body, with no paunch, with defined thorax musculature, strong arms and back muscles very pronounced” (Maicon, 16 years old). Although the whole situation of the constant presence of a body standard which dictates shapes and measures for the body is weighed up, the teenager understands that, in some situations, it’s impossible to draw near this reference, for as an interviewee relates “everyone has a kind of body with a different structure, that makes it very much difficult wanting to have a body like the models” (Fernanda 17 years old).

Every positive relationship students establish with their bodies starts from an aesthetic notion of body. Students specify in their ideals that, to feel good, it’s necessary to present a beautiful and aesthetically acceptable body. The acceptance of their bodies is what motivates students to take care of their physique, considering that, many times, that’s what boosts them to practice physical activities. For many teenagers there’s only one way for their body to pass on a sense of well-being, and, at the same time, be accepted by others: having a body very similar to the ones of the models presented in various television programs. Such situation can be evidenced by the words of a research participant: “I wish I had a body like the models, because then I’m sure boys would like it” (Eduarda 16 years old).

The negative feeling teenagers show regarding their bodies, instead, is restricted to the presence of certain characteristics that, in their opinion, in some situations, are considered as body shape defects. Considering that these defects arise from an aesthetic reference present in each collaborator’s imaginary, and that, as a general rule, is highly regarded and valorized by great part of society, particularly by young people and teenagers. With the constant presence of aesthetic references on a slim body, with molded and well built body shapes, the teenager may compare his or her body to that of the reference and, thus, make the emergence of feelings like unhappiness regarding their own body structure possible.

The body standard reflected on that aesthetic reference is of a slim body with well-defined body shapes and with aligned measures and curves. Having a slim body seems to be the goal of many students from the educational center investigated, since they organize their daily activities with a concern leaving a space for practicing physical activity and all the same control daily their feeding habits. This dedication is the result of a special attention given to body, more specifically, given to the search for a slim body that makes them feel good and desired by others. In the teenagers’ opinion, one notices that, in order to attract the attention of others it’s necessary to have a slim body, for as a female student points out: “all my male friends like only slim women, no one likes fatties ” (Giselle, 17 years old). With that definition of slim body, it’s easy to imagine the reasons for teenagers being afraid of gaining weight, and moving away from the body standard.

To justify the participation in sports practices having as a single goal the maintenance or conquest of certain body shapes is, in other words, reducing sport to a laboratorial practice of body constructions. So, it emerges the question on valorization of body just for appearance or aesthetic shapes as something separated from the vital dynamics of body, which constitutes it as a living being. Vital functions are sacrificed in favor of mere aesthetic shapes, what may be evidenced by the worry over presenting a body with particular physical characteristics, putting teenagers in a position of hostages to body appearance and transforming them, thus, in guardians of physical shape.

FINIAL CONSIDERATIONS

The reflections here presented comprehend an educational reality investigated. We do not have the intention of drawing up generalizing formulations about what are the body representations teenagers present about their bodies. This study has attempted to understand what are the body representations that teenagers present regarding their bodies, more specifically, within a school context. Therefore, the considerations made from description, analysis and interpretations of information delimit a research field and specific individuals, aiming to identify local and regional particularities, which demand answers and proper interventions. The case study, as we understand it, is the appropriate kind of study to enter both in the local singularities’ world, and in the individuals’ perspective and meanings attributed by them to a phenomenon investigated, that, in this case, are teenagers and sport.

When analyzing factors that generate the investigation process, the need to present a synthesis of the information constructed by it has emerged. Regarding the phenomenon investigated it was evidenced by the teenagers’ statements, as for body representation definitions, I’ve realized that teenagers don’t show, clearly, an understanding about their bodies, since their identification is more restricted to body appearance and not have clearly shown was the ability of establishing different characteristics for the male and female body, which are close to the characteristics of body representation models worshiped by them. Besides, teenagers point out their bodies as being responsible for a positive or a negative feeling regarding their own body representation.

We have also evidenced that the body was given a license for a referential so that teenagers feel good or bad and that, starting from then on, feelings of self-acceptance or rejection are determined. Every acceptance feeling regarding their body arises from the basic premise that it’s necessary to have a body as it pleases us, and, in order to do that, it’s fundamental to present certain body characteristics in accordance to the current body models in society.
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RESUMEN
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RESUMO
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